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SHELF HANGERS
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INCLUDED: 2 X SHELF HANGERS, 4 X RAWL PLUGS, 8 X SCREWS
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To ensure that visible screws are flush, place the shelf hanger on the wall so
that the counter sunk screw hole faces you.
Mark where you want the holes, drill and insert rawl plugs. Finally, you 		
screw in two large screws trough the screw holes of the hanger.
Repeat the above with the second hanger.
Place the wooden shelf in the self hangers, and fasten with two small screws.
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Please note:
Screw type is Phillips PH, which requires the correct bit for the screw driver.
This screw can be attached in an uneven angle, which is necessary to attach
the Shelf Hanger. To ease the mounting of the shelf hanger you can use an
angled ratchet screw driver.
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Different wall materials require different types of rawl plugs. Using the right
fixtures ensure the stability and load bearing capacity of the shelf.
If you are uncertain about what type of rawl plugs to use,
contact your local hardware store.
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